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SUMMARY
‘Ilk report presents some results obtained at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labora-
tory of the ATationaI Adtiory Commitke for Aeronautics during an in~estigation to determine
the effect of high inlet air temperature OQ the performance of a Liberty 12 aviation engine.
The purpose of this investigation was to ascertain, for normal service carburetor adjustments
and a fixed i=mition advance, the reIat.ion between power and temperature for the range of
carburetor air temperatures that may be encountered when supercharging to sea Ie-rel pressure
at altitudes of o-rer 20,000 feet and without intercooling when using plain aviation gasoline
and mixtures of benzol and gasoline.
Laboratory tests were made ati full throttle “o-ver the speed range from 1,400 to 1,800
R. P. M., in which the prewme at the carburetor and exhaust w-as maintained sensibly constant
and the inlet air temperature varied from 45° t-o 180° F. The range of mixtures was that
normally used in flight. Plain aviation gasoline, a mixture consisting of 30 per cent (by v_ol-
ume) of commercial benzol and 70 per cent gasoline, and a mixture of 65 per cent benzol and
35 per cent gasoline mere used. Additional tests were made with a Wright E-4 aviation en-tie.
The results show that for the conditions of test, both the brake and indicated power
decrease with increase in air terrtperatwe at a faster rate than “@ven by the theoretical assump-
tion that power varies in~ersely as the square root of the absolute temperature. On a brake
basis, the order of the dHerence in power for a temperature difference of 120° F’. is 3 to 5 per
cent. The observed relation between power and temperature when using the 30–70 blend V&
found to be ErFar. But., although these differences are noted, the above theoretical assump-
tion may be considered as generally applicable except where greater precision ovkr a wide range
of temperatures is desired, in which case it appears necessary to test the particular enatie
under the given conditions.
LWTRODUCTIOIW
k conducting flight research with supercharged en=gines equipped with G gear-driven
Roots type supercharger, no air intercooler has been employed, thus giving rise to a condition
where, with ffl supercharging maintained to 20,000 feet, ti temperatures before the car-
buretor as high as 160° F. hare been observed. As a result of these high te.mperatmres the
power of the engine is obviously impaired, owing to a reduction in the weight of charge inducted
and, possibly, to the e.sistence of temperature conditions within the entitie conducive to appre-
ciable detonation with a consequent further Ioss in power. A bIended fuel, consisting of 30
per cent benzoI and 70 per cent gasoke, has been used to obviate this Iatt.er possibility.
In view of the abo-re conditions it was desirable tG determine the reduckion in po-wer at
this high air temperature and thus obtain information of aid in ascert&ing the adtisabiIity
of providing an intercooIer and to ascertain the gain, if any, that is obtained by using the
speciaI fueI.
It k generalIy conceded that, for a given compression ratio, the character of combustion
obtained with a given fueI is dependent to some extent upon the particular engine in which it
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is used. Moreover, there is some disagreement among investigators regarding the magnitude
of the influence of temperature on the tendency for detonation. For the condition of norrmd
combustion, V7Mte (Reference 3) and Sparrow (R-eference 4) favor the application of a general
law for correcting horsepower measurements for changes in air_temperatgre. Sparrow has con-
sidered in detail tihe various faciiors affecting the density of the induced charge and has arrived
at the conclusion “that the assumption that the indicated horsepower of an engine varies
inversely as the square root of the absolute temperature has sufficient justification to warrant
its adoption as a basis for correcting horsepower measurements to a staudard temperature.’>
The tests on which this conclusion was based covered a temperature range from – 20° to + 40°
C. and were made at a time when higher temperatures were of comparatively l.ittIe practical
importance. A review of a.vailable information indicated that the application of a general
law for the variation of power -with.air temperature, especially for a wide range of temperature
and air-fuel ratios, may not give the precision desired.
Investigations have shown that the air-fuel ratio employed has a marked effect on the
power variation with temperature. Brown found (Reference 6) that the power was actuaHy
increased at high temperatures whe~ using very lean mixtures; that the power remained prac-
tically constant-from 80° to 250° F. when using a mixture ratio slightly richer than the chemical
combining ratio, and that the power decreased with increase in temperature when using still
richer mixtures, the decrease being greater the richer. the mixture. Berry obtained (Reference
5) that aD appreciable decrease in power resulted from an increase in temperature for mixture
proportions equal to and richer than that for the chemical combining ratio. In both of theso
investigations, maximum power occurred with air-f ueI ratios between 12 and 12.5 at all temper-
atures. Sparrow states (Reference 7) that the maximum power of aviation engines is usually
obtain~d with air-fuel ratios between 12.5 and 14.3 for the range of pressures and temperatures
encountered in flight and that the mixture ratio giving maximum power is sensibly constant
for all entrance air temperatures. Gibson found (Reference 8) that the power of an engine,
without water-j acketing on the manifolds, decreased most rapidly with increase in entrance
air temperatures when using lean mixtures, and least rapidly when using over-rich mixtures.
Therefore the present investigation was undertaken at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical
Laboratory of the Natiorial Advisory Committee for Aero~autics to determine, for normal
service carburetor adjustments and a fixed ignition advance, the performance of a Liberty 12
aviation engine over a wide range of air temperatures, and to ascertain the comparative per-
formance under these conditions when using plain gasoline and two fuel mixtures of benzol and
gasoline. Som~ tests were also made with a Wright E-4 aviation engine.
DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS AND METHODS
A standmd Liberty 12 aviation engine, 5-hch bore by 7-inch stroke, having a compression
ratio of 5.4 to 1, was used for the major part of the investigation. It was equipped with two
Stromberg i.rwertied carburetors, Model NA-L5A, of the duplex type, having ilxed main meber-
ing jets, No. 44 drill. The manifolds used with these carburetors are water-jacketed, so that
a portion of the internal surface is backed by water at approximately the temperature of Lhe water
discharged from the engine, in this case about 160° l?.
A standard Wright E4 aviation engine, 4.72-inch bore by 5.12-inch stroke, having a com-
pression ratio of 5.3_ to 1, was also used. It was equipped with a single Stromberg carburetor,
Model NA-U5A, also of the duplex type, having fixed main metering jets, No. 47 drill. The-
intake manifolds on this engine are also water-jacketed.
In each case the engine was coupled to a 300/400 HP, electric cradle dyniimometer, which
was used to absorb the engine output and to motor the engine during friction tests.
Two methods were employed for heating the air supplied the engine. For all tests with
the Wright engine and for some tests with the Liberty engine, a separately driven Roots super-
charger was used, but for the major parti of the tests with the latter engine, a lagged heating
box, housing several large-size steam radiators, was used. When using the supercharger, the
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air was heated by th.rotfiling the intake. In making tests at low temperatures, air was piped
from outside the building.
P1ain domestic aviation gasoline, conformin~ to standard &my specifications, a mixture
of 30 per cent benzol (commercial, 90 per cent) and 70 per cent gasoIine (30–70 blend) and
& mixture of 65 per cent benzol and 35 per cent gasohe (65–35 blend) were used during tests
of the Liberty engine. The 30–70 blend ~as used in the Fright engine tests.
Inlet air temperatures were measured ~t a point directly before the carburetors. The
temperature of bhe discharge water -was maintained about 160° F. for both eqjnes.
Friction power -was measured by motoring the en=ge, with the throttle open and fuel and
gnition off, immediately following a series of power runs; the air pressure, and the air, -water,
and oil temperatures -were held practicably the same as for the preceding power” runs.
‘I’he test procedure consisted in deter mining the engine performance, with a given fuel
and mixture condition and with a fixed spark advance of 30° for the Liberty and 27° for the
Wright engine, over the interesting speed range at se~eraI nominaIIy constant air temperatures
from 45° to 180° F. After conditions were stabilized, a run was made extending over a one-
minute interval, during which two complete sets of readings were taken, one at the beginning
and another near the end of tthe interval; the average of the two readings -was taken as the
average for the run. Timing of the rate of fuel flow was started at the begirt~ing of the run
and extended somewhat over the one-minute interval, buk con&6ions were stabilized suffi-
ciently to obviate introducing appreci&ble error in the fuel measurements from this cause.
Two carburetor settings were used-i. e., wi th the mixture control maint&ined in the
fuH-rich position (rich) and with the control adjusted to give the approximate condition of
maximum power with best economy (best setting).
Observed power and mean effective pressures were corrected to the standard pressure of
29.92 inches of mercury; the average correction was considerably less than 1 per cent. Specific
fuel consumption was based on the observed power and rate of consumption.
RESULTS
The results of the tests are presented in the form of curves (figs. 1 to 14, incisive).
Due to the test procedure employed, it was difficult to duplicate the air temperatures in
Lhe various series of tests, so that cross plots are relied upon to give comparati~e information
at any given temperature and also to determine the variations with t.eruperature. Values for
mean effective pressure, friction ”po-iver, hourly fueI consumption, and manifold depressions taken
from the faired curves of the original plots are shown on the cross plots to indicate the precision
with which the latter are determined. The most probable values at the arbifirary base tempera-
tures, 59° F. for the Liberty tests and 70° F. for the Wrighti tests, have been used in establishing
the percentage ratios for the performance at other temperatures; these base -dues are gi~en on
hhe several curves.
Fuel consump tiort data were not obtained for the Wright engine. Also, only a few friction
power tests were made with i%is engine, and as these did not indicate any consistent -variation
between friction po~er and air temperature, one curve has been drawn a-rera=hg all data..
(Fig. 3.)
As the power with a given fuel was practically the same for both mixture adjustments, the
cross-plot curves of mean effective pressure against air temperature for several engine speeds
have been drawn avera=tig all data for each fuel irrespective of mixtme adjustment. (Figs.
G and 7.) Likewise, on the cross plots showing the percentage variation in mean effective
pressure with change in temperature (figs. 8 and 9), the plot&ed point at a given temperature
represents the average of the individud percentages for the several speeds.
Data on fuel consumption were, in some cases, erratic, due to the short time intervals
during which the rate of fuel flow was measured and the probability of errors in timing, but
kbe information obtabed is sufEeiently precise to indicate the order of the variation with air
temperature.
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FIG. I.—Liberty 12 engine. Full tmoftle power and fuel consumption at Tariom air k?mperaturm using a fuel mixture containing 30 per cent
benzoI and 70 per mnt .%viationgasoline. Full rich mixture and best setting. Stromberg irr~erted carburetors, Xodel NTA-L5Awith Ifi
in. Venturi and hTo.44 dril~main metering jets. Fixed ignition advance 30”. Dash curves for fuel mi~ture containing 65per cent benfol
and 35 per cent gasoIine with full rich mixture. Figures on curves denote arerage air temperatures for inditiduaI series of tests
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FIG.2.—LI%aty 12engine. FuII throttle pwser and fuel mnssption at w.riow. air temperatures using pb+in domestic ntiticm gadine.
Full rich mfxture and best setting. Same wburetor, w’buretor settings, and i.mition adwmce as gken under Figure 1. Figures on
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FIG,3.—W~ight E4 engine. Full throttle powor at ‘iWous air temperatures “~iw ~ fuel mixtwe con.
taining 30per cent benzol and 70per cent aviation gasoline. F~ riCh IDktUN. Stromberg @bu.
retor hlodel N.4-U5A, IYo, 47 main metering jets. Fixed ignition advance 27°. Frjcfion power
curve at upper right. Figures on cur’res denote average air temperatwes for individual series
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The power obtained with the Liberty engine at n~rmal temperatures when using the 30-70
blend was appreciably greater than that obtained with average service engines. The power
obtained with gasoli~e was about normal for this engine, but detonation was encountered at all
temperatures, as etidenced by free carbon in the exhaust and the fact that leaks developed in
practically all of the cylinder j adcets during the period of testing with this fuel.
Fuel consump-tion for ‘the Liberty engine was above the average.
The power developed by the Wright engind at normal temperature when using the 30-70
blend was about normal.
DISCUSSION
TEST COh’DITIOXS
In tbk investigation the ilight-conditions of the supercharged engine were simulated,
especially with regard to the fuel flow conditions existing at the carburetors. Air pressure at
the entrance to the carburetors and in ~he fioat chambers was maintained sensibly constant,
as for the condition in flight with sea-level pressure maintained at the carbqetors and the
float chambers balanced by the supercharging pressure. Tests were not made to simulate
flight conditions above the critical altitude of the supercharger-engine unit, where the pressure
at the carburetors is reduced below the sea-level standard. ~ir-fueI ratios were on the rich
side of the chemically correct mixture, and probably slightly on the rich side of’ maximum
power mixtures.
In these tests the engine exhausted into air at approximately sea-level pressure. There-
fore the effect of the differential pressure existing in flight, between infiake and exhaust, on the
scavenging of the cylinders, the amount of residual gases left in tihe cylinders and the combined
effecti of more complete scavenging coupled with high temperatures on the character of the
combustion was not ascertained. The present data are only applicable in showing the inde-
pendent effect of air temperature.
EFFECT OF FUEL USED ON THE PERFORIWAN~E OF THE LIBERTY ENGINE AT NORMAL AND
HIGH TEMPERATURES
Comparison of the performance of the Liberty engine obtained with the various fuels and
mixture conditions at 59° and 176° F. are given below. These temperatures have been chosen
because they lie within the extremes of the range of. temperatures for most of the tests; the
higher temperature is the average of the single series of tests made with the 65-35 blend.
For the tests with the 30–70 blend at 59° F., it appears that, in leaning the mixture to
‘ obtain the best setting, there resulted a slight decrease in power at all speeds (figs, 6 and 7), ‘
probably caused by leaning too far. However, the power obtained with both mixture coali-
tions for this fuel did not vary appreciably at the higher temperatures, and for this reason the
cross-plot curves for mean effective pressure have been drawn averaging all data for this fuel
irrespective of mixture condition. Although no air measurements were’made during the present
investigation, by assuming the volumetric efficiencies for the Liberty engine given in Reference
9 as an appro.ximation, it is found that the probable air-fuel ratios obtaining with the 30–70
blend, rich mixture, range from 11.8 to 12.2, or but slightly richer than mistures giving maximum
power. (References 7 and 11.) Values for volumetric efficiencies gi~en in this reference are
for the Liberty engine equipped with Zenith carburetors having a common air intake, and as
the power obtained with the inverted Stromberg carburetors and separate intake stacks for
each carburetor is somewhat greater (Reference 10) than that obttiined with the standard
Zenith carburetors, the voknetric efficiency with the Stromberg carburetors is probfibly
~gher; and the above valuesfor air-fuel ratios ~ho~d be increased. -$ssumingthe Same cfll-
ciencies, corresponding values for the 30–70 blend, lean mixture, lie between 12.9 and 13.2, or
well within the range of mixtures normally giving maximum power. From the standpoinfrof fue~
mixtures, then, values of mean effective pressure at 59° F. taken from the curves on the abuve
figures should represent fairly closely the maximum power obtainable with this fuel, and as it
has been found (References 12 and 13) that a 30–70 blend maybe used at normal air temperature
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in a single cylinder L~berty test eqjne for compression ratio up to 6 to 1 without encountering
detcmation, it may be further reasonably assumed that these -ralues represent the maxima for
the engine at this temperature.
The power obtained with plain domestic aviation gasoline at 59° F. departs but Little
from that ob~ained with the best Stromberg carburetor ~djustments determined in Referertce
10. In Ieaning the mixture to obtain best power and economy with t,hk fuel, the power remained
unchanged. Based on the assumed volumetric efficiencies, the air-fuel ratios for the rich mix-
ture lie between 12.5 and 13 and for the best setting, between 13 and 13.3. Even at this low
temperature there was considerable detonation, especially at the lower speeds. The brake
power obtained with this fuel at this temperature at 1,800 R. P. M. is 1.5 per cent lower than
the assumed matium power for the engine obtained with the 30–70 blend, but there is a marked
reduction, about 6 per cent, in the relative power at 1,400 R. P. M. This indicates tthe loss in
power resulting from the use of plain aviation gasoline in this en-tie under conditions of full
t&rottle at ground level at the lower range of the usuaI operating speeds, where the volumetric
efficiency is a maximum and the higher density of the fuel charge induces considerable detona-
tion. The decrease in detonation at the higher speeds is in accordance with common experience,
the primary cause in the case of the LiberLy engine being attributable ~ the marked decrease
in volumetric efficiency and the greater proportion of r~~idua.ls at the higher speeds. That
there is a certain amount of detonation in this particular ergtie at” ground level when using
gasoIine is generalIy known, but it is not believed that the order of the loss in power at normal
temperatures resulting from detonation is generaIIy appreciated.
It is known that gasolines obtaiaed from different sources ha~e varying influences on
detonation even though bhey comply with the same specifications, and it may be that the 10SS
in power caused by detonation was greater in these tests than ~ould occur with a differenb lot
of gaso~e.
Comparisons of the performance at a temperature of 176° l?. -when using the 30-70 blend,
the 65–35 blend, and plain gasoline are given below. For the 30–70 blend, reducing the hourly
fuel rate 10 to 11 per cent by leaning resulted in no change in power. Ma.xi.mum power at this
temperature -was obtained .vrith the 65–35 blend (fig. @; only the rich mixture was used with
this fuel. The brake power with the 30-70 blend was about 2.3 per cent lower than this maxi-
mum, ramging from 1.7 per centlower ai 1,800 R. P. M. to 2.5 per cent lower at 1,400 R. P. M.
This difference is, apparently, not accounted for on the basis of differences in air-fuel mktmres.
Optimum ignition advance was not determined for each fuel; the ignition advance remained
fked at 300—a service condition. This may have influenced the results to give erroneous general
comparisons- How-ever, the indication is that a certain ~mount of detonation attended the
use of the 3 0–70 blend at this temperature. iln estimation of the probable air-fuel ratios at
this temperature may be made by assuming that the weight of air charge inducted varies pro-
portionally with the ratio of the indicated mean effective pressure obtained with the 65–35
blend at 176° l?. to the indicated mean effective pressure obtained with the 30-70 blend at 59” F.,
and using the previous air weights determined for the IO-Wtemperature. If this be permitted
for the sake of making a rough approximation, it is found that the air-fuel ratios for the 30–70
blend lie between 11.2 and 11.4 for the rich condition and between 12.4 and 12.6 for the best
setting; between 10.7 and 10.9 for the 65–35 blendl rich condition; between 11.7 and 12.2 for
gasoIine, rich mktme; and between 12.2 and 12.7 for gasoline, best setting. These values are
at least comparative among themselves. It may be seen that the mixture for the 65–35 blend
is apparently somewhat o~errich to give maximum power, but tthe gain to be realized with an
optimum mixture would probably not be very great, and it has been found (Reference 6) that
power is less sensitive to mkture adjustment at the higher temperatures. For this reason, and
for the additional reason that the high benzol content gives reasonable assurance of freedom
from detonation, the power obtained with this fuel may be assumed to be the approximate
maximum for the engine at this temperature.
The air-fuel ratios for gasohne give~ above are approximately those giving maximum power.
Compared with the 30–70 blend, the relative power is sIightly greater than observed at 59° F.;
--
.
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in fact, at 1,800 R. P. M, (fig. 8), the power obtained with gasol~e is actually greater. l?rom
the trend of the cross-plot curves, it may be seen that the power with gasoline tends to approach
that for the 30–70 blend at all speeds. & the range of air-fuel ratios for the kwo fuels overlap
this can not be readily explained on the basis of mixture differences. The fixed ignition advance
and differences in the amount of vaporization taking place in the manifold may be cited as
factors having a possible” influence on hhe comparative results, The power with gas,oline is
from 1 per cent at 1,800 R. P. ~. to 7 per cent at 1,400 R. P~kf. less than that obtained with
the 65–35 blend.
Thus the conclusion may be made that, as aviation gasoline does not give the maximum
lV. E. P= for the normal engine at–speeds giving maximum volumetric efficiency, and as the
volumetric efficiency under supercharged conditions is greater than for any condition of the
normal engine, the loss in power resulting from the use of this fuel in the superclmrged engine
would probably be greater than evidenced by the present results. Also, unlike the normal
engine, the conditions inducing detonation in the supercharged engine are encountered at aH
altitudes. l?or these reasons, the use of the 30–70 blend instead of plain aviation gasoline in
the supercharged engine gives a~ appreciable gain in power.
THE EFFECT OF AIR TEMPERATURE ON POWER
Owing to the variation in the character of the combustion as influenced by varying degrees
o f detonation, no laws of general applicability can be promulgated from these tests for the
variation in engine power with air temperature. _&_so,in the matter of air-fuel mixtures and_
ignition advance, ihe data are incomplete, and do not show definitely that the power ob hincd
at each temperature was the maximum possible for the particular fuel used. The. lack of conl-
plete data at several air temperatures in the case of the 65–35 blend, which might he considered
suitable from the standpoint of detonation suppression, precludes the possibility of comparing
the observed performance obtained with the other two fuels with the optimum performance of
the engine. How&ver, the power obtained with each fuel was probably within 1 per cent of tbe
maximum obtainable with the given fuel, and the data are valuable as showing the varifition
in power with temperature of two representative engines for normal carburetor adjustments
encountered in service, where overrich mixtures are..usually employed to secure safe operation
under all flight conditions and where the mixture is adjusted neither to give the absolute maxi-
mum power nor the best fuel economy. With this in mind, the following empirical relations
determined from the present tests are submitted.
The ratios of the mean effective pressure at high temperatures to the mean effective pressure
at a low base temperature, with comparative curves. showing the ratios that would exist were
the power to vary directly with air density or inversely as the square root of h inlet tempera-
ture, are plotted in Figures 8 and 9. As the magnitude of the. differences in the values for rela-
tive power at high and low speeds was, in the present tests, small, average percentage values
have been used instead of the individual values for each speed. The average va~ues for brake
power represent the observed values for all speeds within less than 1 per cent, and, in most cases,
within less than 0.5 per cent.
Considering first the performance of the Liberty engine when using the 30-70 blend, it is
found that the cross plots at several engine speeds show the variation in mean effective pressure
with air temperature to be linear. The relation between power ratio and air temperature may
be thus given by general equation,
Power ratio = 1 * Mt,
where m is the slope of the line and i the difference in tempera fiure in degrees Fahrenheit. The
straight lines determined by the average ratios for all speeds (fig. 8) have a slope, m, of 0.00115
for brake power atid 0.00108 for indicated power. At the highest temperature, 180° 3?., ten~-
perature difference of 1210 F., the brake power is about 5 per cent higher than given by straight
density proportion, and about 4 per cent lowerthan given by the square root relation; correspondi-
ng values for indicated power ~re 6 per cent and 3 per cen~respectively.
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AS mentioned previously, there is a greater tendency for detonation with this fuel under
flight. conditions, but the above relation, and the given values of q may be considered as more
nearly representing the power variation with temperature for the supercharged Liberty ergine,
for the range of mixtures used with the 30–70 blend in flight, than would be given by the square
root relation.
For a constant speed, data for both the rich and lean mixtwes for plain gasoline lie on a
single curve. Sufficient data were not taken to determine the exact trend of the mean effective
pressure-temperature curves for this fuel, and no equation for the observed relation is submitted,
but the indication is that the relation is not quite linear as was the c%se for the 30-70 blend (fig. 8).
.Mso, the decrease in power with increase in temperature is not as great as observed for the
30–70 blend. The brake power at 180° F. is seen to be 2.5 per centi lower, and the indicated
power 1.5 per cent lower than that given by the square root re~ation; the trend of the curve
against air temperature approximates that given by the theorefiicaI relation.
Ai fe+-erafure, ‘F
.—
FIGS.6 and 7.—Liberty 12en~”ne. Variation in mean efkctiw presmre with air tempemture for wwious speeds from 1,X4 t%
l,WI R. P. M. for all fuel conditions (cress plot of faked crwres, .5gs. 1 rmd 2)
.
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The ratios of the mean effective pressure obtained with the 65-35 blend at 17601’., the
assumed maximum at this temperature, to the assumed maximum mean effective pressure
obtained with the 30–70 blend at 59° F. are also shown on Figure 8, from which it is seen that
the single points for this fuel closely approximate the percentage vmiation in power observed
for plain gasoline.
20 60 /05 /40 ./80
At> femperofure “f
FiQ. 8.—Liberty 12 eagine. Mean effectire
pressure at 59° F. and 176”F. with various
fuels (from faired cumes of ~gs. 6 and 7)
and percentage variation in mean effectiye
pressure with air temperature. (points
on percentage plots are average of per-
cent age decrease for Eve speeds)
The variation in power with
FIG. 9.—lVrIght E-4 engine. Variation in meau eil’ectiFe pressure with ah’ tempera-
ture for varfous speeis (cross plot of curves, fig. 4), me~u effective pressure at 70”
and 160°F. and percentage variation in mean etYectirs pressure with eir tem f?era-
ture. (Points on perranta~e plots are average of four speeds)
temperature for the Wright–engine using the 30-70 blend,
rich mixture, is shown on Figure 9. Tie average ratios of m~a~ eff~ctive pr&ure for all speeds
determine a linear relation, as for the case of the same fuel in the Liberty engine, but in this case,
the decrease in power is not as rapid, and approaches more nearly the -rariat.ion given by the
square-root relation. For a temperature difference of 90° F., the brake power is only 1,8 per
l
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cent, and the indicated pomrr is only 0.8 per cent, beIow that given by the theoretical square-
root relation, as compared to 2.S per cent and 2 per cent for the same fuel and the same temper-
a~ure difference for the Liberty ergtie. This comparison serves to indicate the differences
that may etit in the variation in power with temperature bekveen tiivo different types of
en.gges using the same fuel and approximately the same air-fuel mixtures. Again, it is noted
that power decreased more rapidly wi~h temperature at speeds giving the maximum volumetric
efficiency. Using the average percentage for all speeds, values of m in the generaI relation, .
Power ratio = 1 + rnt,
are 0.00104 for brake and 0-00093 for indicated power.
The resuks given in References 1, 5, 6, 8, 11, and 13 do not agree in all respects, but, in
the main, the brake power obtained ai high temperatures when using rich fuel mixtmres is less
than that given by. the theoretical square-root relation. On a basis of indicated power, the
resuIts probabIy would have been in closer a~gceement with &.is relation, but the indications
are that for overrich mixturw the indicated power would SW be less, as found in the present
tests.
From the present results, it may be concluded that, for normaI service carburetor adjust-
ments, both the brake and indicaied power at high temperatures is less than given by the
square-root relation, but that the square-root reIation may be considered as genera.lIy applicable
except when greater precision over wide range of temperatures is desired, in which ease it appears
that the particular engine shouId be tested under the given conditions.
EFFECT OF AIR TEMPERATURE ON FRICTION POWER
From theoretical considerations it is indicated that an increase in air temperature results
in an increase in the absolute pressure during the suction stroke. (Reference 4.) As a res-ul~
the pumping loss, and consequently the friction power, wodd decrease with an increase in
temperature. Such an effect was noted in the present investigation.
Although the friction power was obtained by motoring the engine with the dynamometer,
which method, it has been shown (Reference 15), may give values for friction power that may
be in serious error compared to the friction actualy existing with the engine under power, and
although the volumetric efficiency with and without the engine firing would probably be dif7er-
ent, the results obtained are comparative. Friction power cur-res for the Liberty engine are
shown on Figure 5. Cross pIots for constant engine speeds (fig. 6) show a measurable decrease
in friction power with increase in temperature, the decrease over the temperature range from
40° to 180° F., being about 7 per cent at 1,800 R. P. Jf. and 3.5 per cent at 1,400 R. P. M.
OnIy a few friction power determinations were made -with the Wright engine, and thes~
data did not show a consistent variation with air temperature. (Fig. 3.)
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE Ohr FUEL CONSUMPTION
The hourly fuel rates for the Liberty engine have been cross-plotted against te,mperat ure
on Figure 10. Figure 11 presents curves showing the percentage change in the hourIy rate
with temperature; the points shown on this figure are the average of the percentages for the
severaI speeds. .
It is noted that for the condition with the fixture control in the full-rich position, the
hourly rate for both the 30–To blend and plain gaso~e decreases about 5 per ce~t for the tem-
perate change from 59” to 180° F., but. as the decrease in air -weight. for this range of tempera-
.
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ture is considerably greater, the mixture is enriched at the higher temperature. Likewise, as
the power decreases at a faster rate than the hourly consumption, khe specific consumption is
increased. For the leaned condition, the data are not very consistent, but-the indication is
that the indicated specific consumption is increased at the higher temperatures, either because
the leaning was riot carried far enough or because the loss in power due to detonation at the
higher temperatures served to increase the specific consumption. These results point ~0 ~he
advisability of leaning as the temperature is increased, in order to effect a saving in fuel. .
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON MANIFOLD PRESSURES
With a constant pressure maintained at the entrance to the carburetor, it wou~d ba expected
that some change in the friction loss through the carburetor would result from the change in air
density caused by a change in temperature, and that this effect coupled with a vari~tion in the
amount and kind of fuel carried in the air stream, with consequent changes in the amount of
vaporization taking place in the manifolds, would hfive some effect on the manifold pressures.
Such an indication of the influence of air density was found during these tests.
TEE CO?KPARATIXE PERFORMANCE OF AN AVIATION ENGINE &?3
Data for the Liberty engine, giving the average depressions in two manifolds beIo-w the
existing carburetor pressurel are shown OD Figures 1.2 and 13, and for the Wright e@ne~ on
Figure 14. From the average of the many observations taken, it was found thati a measurable
decrease in Lhe depression in the manifold occurred with increase in air temperature. The order
of the increase in the absoIute manifold pressure, about 0.5 per cent for 140° F. temperature
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increase, has a relatively negligible effect on power; but the information is pertinent as showing
the direction of the change, and the constancy of the _pressure head on the intake valves at high
temperatures.
CONCLUSIONS
The present results show that a gain of 5 to 6 per cent in the full-throttle po~ver of the
Liberty 12 aviation engine (5.4 to 1 compression ratio) at speeds giving the maximum ~olumetric
efficiency is obtained by using a fuel mixture consisting of 30 per cent of commercial benzol and
70 per cent a~iation gasoline instead of plain avia~ion gasoline. This gain is practicality the same
for all air temperatures investigated. As the volumetric ef5ciency of the supercharged engine
with free exhaust is greater than for any condition of the normal engine, and as, unlike the normal
engine, the conditions inducing detonation when using plain gasoline are encountered at all
altitudes, the gain from the use of this special benzol blend in the supercharged Liberty engine
would be appreciable.
The relative increase in power obtained at high air temperatures by increasing the benzol
content in the fuel mixture to 65 per cent is only 2 per cent.
For the conditions of test, both the brake and indicated power of the normal Liberty and
‘Wright engines decrease at a faster rate with increase in air temperature than given by tha
generally accepted square root relation. With regard to brake power, the order of the difference
is from 3 to 5 per cent-for a temperature difference of 120° 1?. When using the 30-70 Ixmzol
blend, the relation between power and air temperature is found to be linear for both engines.
Although these differences are noted, the theoretical square root relation may be considered as
being generally applicable except where greater precision over a wide range of temperatures is
desired, in which case it appears that the. particular engine should be tested under the given
conditions.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY l?IELD, VA., February 11, 1%?7.
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